Portfolio Program Statistics
Portfolio Program Sponsors

As of today: 88 Sponsors
Portfolio Program Submissions

As of today: QI Efforts ~ 2300, Unique MDs ~ 12,500
Portfolio Program Benefits and Requirements
ABMS Portfolio Program Benefits

- Recognizes current QI work
- Relevant to individual practice and patients
- Streamlines QI submission to ABMS Member Boards
- Incentivizes participation in QI work aligned with priorities
ABMS Portfolio Program Requirements

• Create (or use an existing) internal committee or group to review and approve QI/PI efforts using Portfolio Program Standards and Guidelines
• Have infrastructure and staff to govern, evaluate, and manage QI/PI efforts as well as completions
Application Process
Application Process

• Review Readiness Checklist
• Create MOCAM account
• Submit Organizational Profile
  • Reviewers – allow 6-8 weeks
• Submit QI Effort Examples
  • Reviewers – allow 6-8 weeks
Discussion Time…